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Diary
Upcoming GGI Business
Development & Marketing
Practice Group meetings:
➜ Marrakesh, Morocco
08 November 2019
GGI BDM PG Meeting
at the GGI World Conference
➜ Bali, Indonesia
06 December 2019
GGI BDM PG Meeting at the
GGI Asia-Pacific
Regional Conference
➜ Limassol, Cyprus
24 April 2020 (TBC)
GGI BDM PG Meeting at the
GGI European
Regional Conference
➜ Nassau, The Bahamas
26 June 2020 (TBC)
GGI BDM PG Meeting at the
GGI North American
Regional Conference
➜ Montreal (QC), Canada
23 October 2020 (TBC)
GGI BDM PG Meeting at the
GGI World Conference

Disclaimer – The information
provided in this newsletter came
from reliable sources and was prepared from data assumed to be
correct; however, prior to making it
the basis of a decision, it must be
verified. Ratings and assessments
reflect the personal opinion of the
respective author only. We neither
accept liability for, nor are we able
to guarantee, the content. This
publication is for GGI internal use
only and intended solely and exclusively for GGI members.

Editorial
Dear Reader,
Greetings, GGI friends and
colleagues, and welcome to the Autumn
2019 edition of the GGI Business
Development & Marketing (BDM)
Practice Group (PG) Newsletter.
We continue to focus on our mission
to provide high-level programmes at the
GGI world and regional Conferences,
and to contribute relevant content in the
GGI INSIDER magazine and the GGI
BDM PG Newsletters. On this occasion,
thank you to Allen Kutchins and his team
from Kutchins, Robbins & Diamond
for helping to build a platform for all
BDM PG members by sponsoring the
GGI BDM PG Newsletter once more.
In this Autumn 2019 edition of the
BDM PG Newsletter, you will find many
articles written by GGI members from
all over the world. There is plenty of
helpful information here, so please read
these articles carefully, and feel free to
reach out to us with your questions
and feedback. Remember, the purpose
of this Newsletter is to benefit you
and your firms, and we want to be
sure we are achieving this goal.
We are very excited about our
upcoming combined PG meetings
Business Development & Marketing
and Corporate & Tech session on
Friday, 08 November, at 14:00 hrs,
in Marrakesh, and we’d like to share
with you the following summary:

Jim Ries

Talia Berger

terms, such as strategy or strategic
planning, and relate to branding as
visual graphics. During the one-hour
presentation, we will cover topics such
as: ‘It’s a Buyers’ Market’, the service
triangle, how clients choose their service
provider, three main strategies, and using
branding beyond graphics. We will then
focus on recent trends in marketing
services in digital and social media, some
of which are revolutionising the industry.
The presentation will be followed by
a 30-minute workshop on personal
branding. Attorneys and accountants
with strong personal brands are an
asset to their firms. During this time,
we will work on five practical matters
that will enhance your personal brand.
You don’t want to miss this session,
so be sure to register for this programme
by clicking here, and if you’re not
already a member of our GGI BDM
PG LinkedIn Group by clicking here.
Also, on Saturday, 09 November,
at 11:30 hrs, there will be an especially
interesting lecture on legal submissions,
presented by Lee Saunders, marketing
communications manager at Nishlis
Legal Marketing. This is a must for all
lawyers attending the conference.
We look forward to seeing you soon.

Idan Nishlis will be presenting
“Marketing Services – Not What
You Thought!”. Idan is CEO and
founder of Nishlis Legal Marketing,
the premium legal marketing and
business development one-stop shop
for leading Israeli law firms and foreign
law firms venturing into Israel. We are
very fortunate to have Idan join us.
People get confused by professional

Jim Ries
Global Chairperson of the
GGI Business Development
& Marketing Practice Group
Talia Berger
Global Vice-Chairperson of the
GGI Business Development
& Marketing Practice Group

Do You Believe
in the 60 Second Sale?
By Allen I. Kutchins
Several times a year I read or
listen to a self-development book.
The latest was “The 60 Second Sale:
The Ultimate System for Building
Lifelong Client Relationships in the
Blink of an Eye” by David V. Lorenzo.
“The 60 Second Sale” speaks to how
different the selling process is today,
and how essential it is to invest your
time and energy in relationships in
order to build your business. This view
is consistent with GGI membership,
as well as shared by other business
consultants and authors. For example,
in Ken Blanchard and Sheldon Bowles’
book “Raving Fans”, they say that
a satisfied client will be your best
advertisement, ultimately telling their
friends about your wonderful service.

GGI member firm
Kutchins, Robbins & Diamond, Ltd. (KRD)
Advisory, Auditing and Accounting,
Corporate Finance, Fiduciary &
Estate Planning, Tax
Chicago (IL), USA
T: +1 847 278 4335
W: www.krdcpas.com
Allen I. Kutchins
E: akutchins@krdcpas.com
KRD Ltd. is a CPA firm that
offers a full range of client services,
including tax strategy and
preparation, audit and
assurance, outsourced
accounting services,
business valuations, and
financial planning advisory
services. Their team of 80
members has been serving

Lorenzo believes that once you have
established the relationship, the sale is
quick. To build your relationship network,
he suggests a three-step process:
1. First, cast a wide net. Reach
out to relatives, neighbours,
school groups, jobs, recreational
activities, professionals, vendors,
and organisations. Try to connect
with anyone that you have
touched in some capacity.
2. Second, develop a Honeypot
offer. This can be a book or
articles you have written that
establish you as an expert.
3. Third, share your expertise by
writing articles and speaking to
groups. Offer your Honeypot
to your audience. Collect email

Allen I. Kutchins
clients in Chicago, the surrounding
areas, and nationwide for 30 years.
Allen I. Kutchins, CPA, MST, CFP, and
founding partner has over four decades
of public accounting
experience. He specialises
in tax and financial
planning for businesses
and families. He helps
clients accelerate
business revenue growth
and plan for retirement.

addresses and business cards in
order to distribute your Honeypot.
Lorenzo also recommends and
provides a detailed script for using the
phone, voicemail, email, and direct
mail to reach out to your network, and
constantly and consistently keeping
in touch with them. You do not want
to be out of sight and out of mind.

Put Their
Needs Before Your
Have you considered how effective
your networking activities are? Lorenzo
advises us to make certain we select
the right groups to join to maximise
our return on the time we’ll invest in
the groups. Then we need to be diligent
about following up after we establish a
connection. Send emails, handwritten
notes, and your Honeypot, always with
a purpose, such as to ask a question or
introduce the contact to someone they
might be able to help. And when you
have live conversations, 70% of the focus
should be on your contact. People do not
care about you or your interests until they
believe you care about them. We should
focus on the needs of others before we
ask them to take action on our behalf.
As for clients, Lorenzo
recommends these practices:
Focus on attracting ideal clients –
not just any client. We all invest in
our clients’ businesses, so we need
to make certain that our prospective
clients meet our ideal client profile.
Only work with clients who allow
you to do your best work, and for

...next page
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compensation that both you and
your client believe to be fair. Avoid
“hit and run” sales. Instead, put your
efforts into relationship sales and
building a base of clients who bring
long-term value to your company.
Always communicate the value
you deliver. Selling is helping your

client to achieve greater success. If
you can be a matchmaker and refer
one client to another, helping them
generate revenue or solve problems,
you and your efforts will be valued.
Lorenzo’s suggestions and
approach will help anyone who is
responsible for generating business.

I conceptually disagree with him,
however, that the sale is made in 60
seconds. It takes a lifetime of effort
to build a lifelong client relationship.
Developing deep relationships with
centres of influence is also vital. It is
important to work hard to build trust
with influencers and in turn they will
share that trust with their network.

What Does Your Office Space
Say about Your Business and Your Client Base?

Appearances Matter
By Gabrielle Boissoneau
Tailoring an inviting yet professional
office space is a critical task for any

firm that regularly hosts clients and/or
potential clients. The reality of working
in financial or legal services is that
clients must feel at ease at your office

in order to share the intimate details
of their case with the professionals
who are tasked to assist them.

Professional
Office Space
Your chosen office space should
reflect how clients expect a law,
accounting, or consulting firm to
appear. Every visitor entering your
firm has a preconceived notion of
what the experience will be like. They
expect a space that is professional,
modern, and updated. Nothing is
a worse reflection of a company
than a cluttered, chaotic, and messy
office. This advertises a sloppy work
product. If these expectations are
not met, visitors may start to doubt
the quality of work done in the firm.

Company Logo
An impressive logo creates a
great first impression. Position your
company logo on a wall space that
is front and centre. When hosting
potential clients, your logo should
be present in order to make your
company stand out in their mind. Do

not overlook the fact that your office
should be branded as well as your
presentation material if you want your
visitors to remember your company.

Pleasant Lighting
Nothing is worse than bright,
fluorescent lighting. Studies have
shown that this type of lighting
causes headaches and eye strain.
Fluorescent lighting can also emit
dangerous radiation and disrupt your
sleep cycle. If you want visitors to
feel at ease at your office, choose a
softer lighting option that will allow
for a more peaceful interaction.

Flow of Workspace
Your office should feel alive to
visitors! Communicate business and
workflow to your guests by allowing
employees to continue the majority
of their normal routine when visitors

GGI member firm
Thorn Law Group
Law Firm Services
Washington (DC), USA
T: +1 202 349 4033
W: www.thornlawgroup.com
Gabrielle Boissoneau
E: gmb@thorntaxlaw.com
Thorn Law Group is a leader
in providing tax counsel and legal
representation to clients throughout the
US and globally. The firm is home to a team
of highly strategic, solution-oriented tax
attorneys under the direction of a former
US Internal Revenue Service
attorney and managing partner.
Gabrielle Boissoneau is
Thorn Law Group’s Director
of Business Development.

are present. Remember that clients
and potential clients observe and
factor their own case into the flow of

Gabrielle
Boissoneau
She controls firm marketing, PR, event
coordination, talent acquisition, and
oversees business administration. She
has represented the firm at a variety
of functions, including professional
conferences and charity events.

your office when they visit. Let your
employees show how hard they work.

An Instrument for Deriving
Corporate Strategies in Accounting Firms

Using the Market
Share-Market Growth
Portfolio Matrix
By Julia Bratusa
Those of you who studied general
business administration will surely
remember the market share – market
growth matrix developed by Boston
Consulting Group (BCG matrix). In
order to be successful as a consulting

company, it is highly important to notice
future demands of your target group,
changes in market conditions, and
technological development processes
in order to stand out from the crowd.
For this purpose, the BCG matrix is an
excellent instrument. It classifies four
business units: Question Marks, Stars,

Cash Cows and Poor Dogs. How can
accounting companies take advantage
of that? Find the strategy below:
1. Classify your services. Create the
matrix by using data from analyses
conducted about revenue shares,

...next page
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market share, and market growth of
your services. If you do not
have any useful data yet, market
research is recommended.

GGI member firm
Benefitax GmbH
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
Advisory, Auditing and Accounting,
Corporate Finance, Fiduciary and
Estate Planning, Tax
Frankfurt am Main, Germany
T: +49 69 256 227 60
W: www.benefitax.de
Julia Bratusa
E: j.bratusa@benefitax.de
Benefitax GmbH is a tax consultancy
and public auditing company located in
Frankfurt, which is widely recognised as
the financial centre of Germany. Benefitax
predominantly serves German entities of
foreign multinational groups, mid-size
German companies with cross-border
activities, and wealthy private individuals.
Julia Bratusa is doing a dual study

2. Analyse the matrix. Which business
unit is covered by which service?
Which business unit is responsible
for the largest/lowest revenue?

3. Set targets. What do you
want to reach within the next
period (e.g. transformation of
question marks into stars)?
4. Derive standard strategies. For
instance, an offensive strategy is
appropriate for question marks;
investments are intended to improve
their market position so that they
can be transformed into stars; poor
dogs aren’t worthwhile and should
be removed from the market.

Julia Bratusa

programme in general business
administration. The practical part is
being completed at Benefitax, where
she is responsible for social media and
the website. She was also trained in
financial and payroll accounting and helps
clients to comply with German rules.

5. Derive whole business strategies
with the help of the matrix. For
example, if one of your services has
a big market share it is probable
that there are few competitors and
you should apply the niche strategy,
which means establishing yourself
as an expert in a core service.
Especially in times of increasing
digitalisation, you should closely
track the market situation and
your target group. The BCG matrix
delivers useful information not only
for marketing activities but also for
strategic alignment of your business.

Social Media for
the Busy Professional
By Jim Ries
Globally, 28% of the average
online user’s time is spent on social
media, so it makes sense for busy
professionals to join the crowd.
There are many reasons for this
social media craze – it’s cheap, it’s
easy, it’s global, and it’s scalable.
Professionals can use social media as
a tool to network, stay informed, create

and share content that demonstrates
expertise, boost search engine
optimisation, research prospects and
recruits, and most of all to help build
their reputation and their brand.
Here are some helpful hints for busy
professionals to achieve some level of
success engaging with social media:
1. Set your goals:
a. What do you want
to accomplish?

b. Who are your audience?
c. What is relevant to
your audience?
d. What problems are your
audience dealing with and
how can you solve them?
2. Build your strategy for
implementation:
a. How does social media fit into
your overall marketing plan?
b. What social media
platforms will you use?

c. How much time will you allocate
to your social media strategy?
3. Create a system and a calendar:
a. Subscribe to inbound
news and articles.
b. Write original content that
is relevant to your audience
and to your personal brand.
c. Take photos when you
attend events.
d. Organise your posts in
files for easy access.
e. Create a schedule for your posts,
following best practices for
frequency and what days and
times are best for posting.
f. Consider using plugins and apps
to help automate your tasks.
g. Measure your results so you
can focus on the strategies
that are working.
Social media alone doesn’t do
everything, but it needs to be a
part of an all-inclusive business
development and marketing plan.
Most professional services firms
are using it with good success,
considering its broad reach and low
cost. To grow and increase market

share, you need to be where your
clients, prospects, and referral
sources are, and that includes social

GGI member firm
Offit Kurman, Attorneys At Law
Advisory, Corporate Finance, Fiduciary
& Estate Planning, Law Firm Services
More than 10 offices throughout
the US
T: +1 410 209 6400
W: www.offitkurman.com
Jim Ries
E: jries@offitkurman.com
Offit Kurman is a full-service law
firm with over 225 attorneys focused on
representing privately held businesses.
With deep experience and knowledge
dealing with the issues that business
owners are regularly faced with, we
bring value to every relationship.
As Director of Business Development,
Jim Ries drives revenue growth for Offit
Kurman by helping business leaders
and families of wealth address some
of their most difficult challenges. He
also identifies and develops strategic

media. If you’re not there, you can
bet that your competitors are already
there, so what are you waiting for?

Jim Ries

partnerships and market opportunities.
Jim has access to a deep network of
attorneys in every practice area, and
he is able to connect his clients to
the right attorney who can resolve
their legal disputes and protect their
assets. Jim is a master networker, and
his high-level connections call him
for solutions when they don’t know
who to call. Let Jim be your Google.

M&A: How Marketing
can Gain a Strategic Role
in the Process
By Diane Walsh
The business world is rapidly
evolving. Industries across the
globe are experiencing increased
competition, aging workforces, and
regulatory shifts that are leading
to consolidation. Many of these

consolidations occur through mergers
and acquisitions. On the surface, it
may look like marketers do not and
should not participate in this process.
However, owning a seat on the merger
team is actually one of the most
important responsibilities a marketer
can have. The strategic perspective

that marketers bring to the discussion
table is critical to a successful venture.
So, how do marketers get a
seat at that table? It starts with a
fundamentally basic, but difficult task:
asking to be included. Marketers keep
an eye on the pulse of the business
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landscape, and that insight proves
vital in determining whether an M&A
transaction makes sense. Does the
venture provide company growth in

GGI member firm
Prager Metis International LLC
Advisory, Auditing & Accounting,
Corporate Finance, Fiduciary
& Estate Planning, Tax
Basking Ridge (NJ), Coral Gables (FL),
El Segundo (CA), New York (NY),
White Plains (NY), Woodbury (NY),
McLean (VA), USA
T: +1 212 643 0099
W: www.pragermetis.com
Diane Walsh
E: dwalsh@pragermetis.com
Prager Metis International LLC is a top
accounting firm providing a full range
of accounting, audit, tax, and advisory
services to domestic and international
clientele in a wide range of industries.
With 17 offices worldwide, we have a level
of expertise and a unique global presence
that makes your world, worth more.

a geographical location? Are there
potential leadership candidates that
would be joining the firm? Does the
candidate firm possess expertise in an

Diane Walsh
Diane Walsh is the Director of Marketing
at Prager Metis. She is responsible for all
facets of marketing for the firm, including
communications strategies, regional and
global marketing strategies, events, business
development, and media relations.

industry or service line that the firm
would benefit from? These are just a
few questions that marketers think
about daily and should be considered
at the beginning of the M&A process.
Once a place at the table has
been secured, it’s essential for
marketing to explore the cultural
impact of the deal. Why do these
two firms want to join forces?
Are they culturally compatible?
What does each side consider the
key to a successful merger? And,
most importantly, what goals and
objectives does each side have that
marketing can help them achieve.
The third aspect of having a seat
at the table is execution. Whether the
companies are blending together,
or one is essentially absorbing
the other, the process takes time.
The typical marketing integration
period is two years, and the earlier
that marketing is involved in the
transaction and transition, the more
time they will be able to spend on
strengthening the brand of the firm.

Esports: Novel Legal Issues
for an Exploding Industry
By Ryan Fairchild
Esports, or competitive video
games, is an exploding industry
with revenue expected to exceed
USD 1 billion in 2019. More than
half of NBA ownership groups,
among others, have invested in
esports teams and ventures. And
with the advent in investment,
esports organisations are grappling
with a myriad of legal questions.
Indeed, esports touches practice

areas including, but not limited
to, labour and employment,
sports and entertainment,
contract and corporate, securities,
real property, and more.
While understanding the unique
interactions between esports and
general existing law is important,
the primordial economic and legal
factor is copyright: specifically,
the copyright interests held by
the publishers of video games.

In any traditional sports league in
the world, the league entity cannot
pack up every stadium, field, ball and
goal post and prevent everyone in
the world from playing. In esports,
however, that’s precisely the power
held by a game’s publisher. Because
publishers have ultimate power
over esports, revenues flow first,
and heavily, to publishers before
anyone else. Still, everyone in the
space finds a way to earn a living.
As two examples, players earn a

salary by trading likeness and image
rights to teams who use those
rights to pursue sponsorships, and
publishers tolerate the infringement
of influencers playing their games
on live streaming platforms
like Twitch because streaming
functions as free marketing.
As the esports landscape begins to
settle, larger legal questions arise: Are
esports, as operated by publishers, anticompetitive? Can player unions organise
in an international context and, if so,
how? Will copyright evolve in response
to the complexities and unique aspects
of esports? Furthermore, esports
litigation has already begun and more
will follow. The delight and difficulty
of esports is its novelty and with new
games constantly emerging, that
(legal) novelty is constantly renewing.

GGI member firm
Brooks, Pierce, McLendon,
Humphrey & Leonard, LLP
Law Firm Services
Greensboro (NC), Raleigh (NC),
Wilmington (NC), USA
T: +1 910 444 2024
W: www.brookspierce.com
Ryan Fairchild
E: rfairchild@brookspierce.com
Brooks, Pierce, McLendon,
Humphrey & Leonard, LLP is a fullservice corporate law firm providing
innovative and comprehensive legal
services to businesses, organisations
and individuals worldwide.
Ryan Fairchild represents
esports players and organisations
in contract, licensing, and

Ryan Fairchild
corporate issues. Ryan also represents
clients generally in contracting,
intellectual property, corporate matters,
and state and federal litigation.
Ryan focuses on providing efficient
results and excellent service.

Ten Ways to Raise
Your Social Media Game
By Samantha Davies
Improving your business and
personal social media presence is
a continuous journey to stay on top
of constant changes and to adapt
your social strategy accordingly, but

it doesn’t have to take more time
if you focus on working smarter,
not harder. Here are ten ways to
raise your social media game:
1. Pre-scheduled content vs reactive
content – more day-to-day

retweeting and commenting on
third-party topical content.
2. More people images and
content – whether it’s clients
or team members, it is vitally

...next page
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important to show the human
side of your business.
3. More customised images and less
off the shelf stock imagery. Create
a library of bespoke images or
use better-quality stock imagery.
4. More video content – include
videos wherever possible or
short gifs/MP4s, rather than
static images. Social video can
generate 12 times more shares
than text and images combined.

GGI member firm
Haines Watts
Advisory, Auditing & Accounting,
Corporate Finance, Fiduciary & Estate
Planning, Tax
More than 60 offices throughout the UK
T: +44 1235 835 900
W: www.hwca.com
Samantha Davies
E: sdavies@hwca.com

5. Using relevant hashtags – Choose
hashtags carefully to ensure you
use the most targeted ones for your
audience. Two hashtags are best.
6. Diary relevant awareness days
and create content relevant
to those days (e.g. Mental
Health Awareness day).
7. Social advertising – LinkedIn
advertising can be highly targeted
for a reasonable cost. Video
content works especially well.
8. Creating social toolkits – to
improve content co-ordination
and consistency of brand across

your people, locations or channels,
provide content/images/videos,
with clear release dates.
9. Writing for specific channels –
don’t just copy and paste from one
channel to another, write specifically
for the channel you are using.
10. Engaging social headers – use
and vary your social headers for

Samantha Davies

Haines Watts is a UK Top 15 firm of Chartered Accountants, assisting over 35,000
business owners around the UK.
Samantha Davies, group head of marketing at Haines Watts, has over 20 years’ experience and leads the firm’s marketing within
the UK. Her focus is developing the Haines
Watts brand and strategic marketing planning.

corporate accounts. Allow
individuals to choose their
own headers to reflect their
personalities.
Remember, it’s about upping
your social media game, one step
at a time. As Vincent van Gogh
once said, “Great things are not
done by impulse, but a series of
small things brought together.”

Video Content: A Great
Visual Tool to Tell Your Story
By Nasiha Choudhury
Videos have gone from popular
to essential over the last decade.
Companies are recognising the
importance of storytelling, adding
a more “human” quality, and the
benefits are seen in increased
engagement and website traffic.

How Videos
can Optimise
Your Marketing

You all have a unique brand
story, and you should tell it. Here
are a few areas where videos can
get a powerful message across:

Outlining the benefits of a
new product/service
Customer reviews/FAQ’s
Natural videos – staff events
and company get-togethers
Top Tips
Fun facts about you
or your company
Answering industry questions
Upcoming events

Getting
started
To create quality ondemand videos, you don’t
need a high-tech camera,
fancy lights, or a giant
boom mic. In fact, your
smartphone, a mini tripod,
and lapel mic will do just
the trick, cost-effectively.
If you’re not sure what kind of videos to
start with, think about the conversations
you have had with customers. What
do they want to know? What product/
service features do you want to highlight?
This is a safe way to determine what
your customers will warm to as you’re
simply covering what is already there.
Remember, you want to keep your videos
brief, but as informative as possible.

Measuring
Performance
Measuring your video performance
is crucial to understanding your

GGI member firm
Lawrence Grant, Chartered Accountants
Auditing & Accounting, Tax, Advisory,
Fiduciary & Estate Planning
London, UK
T: +44 208 861 7575
W: www.lawrencegrant.co.uk
Nasiha Choudhury
E: nasiha@lawrencegrant.co.uk
Established in 1969, Lawrence
Grant, Chartered Accountants has built
a reputation for its distinct approach
to individuals, sole traders, corporate
businesses, and multi-nationals,
offering personalised accountancy
services and taxation advice. They offer
professional expertise and specialist
services, helping clients to grow their
business and personal wealth.
Nasiha Choudhury has been part
of the marketing team for over a year,

customer’s behaviours and
engagement, as well as making
recommendations for improvement.
Some metrics you should be
measuring include the following.

View Through
Rate (VTR)
The percentage of people who
watch your video in its entirety,
painting a full story as to where
your viewers are exiting your
video. These reasons could vary
from misinterpreting content, to
unnecessary waffling. With the

modern consumer becoming
more impatient, they are likely
to clock out earlier, which
brings us to the next metric.

Watch Time
Half of viewers will spend an
average 15 seconds watching
a video before stopping, so
keeping it short, packed with the
information to know, will keep your
viewers engaged to the end.

Click Through
Rate (CTR)
This is a classic metric measured
through any Call to Action (CTA)
you may have within your video,
telling you how effectively your
video is driving action, e.g. “Sign
Up today”, “Leave a comment, and
we’ll contact you”, “Subscribe”.

Nasiha Choudhury

looking after the firm’s CRM system,
focusing on using email marketing tools
and building campaigns to maximise
the lifetime value of their clients.

Lifetime Value
Measure your metrics over a
long period to see the result of
reshares and likes, and further
engagement. You can also repurpose
your video as a blog to extend
the life span of your message.
How to measure your metrics:
YouTube, Facebook Insights, Google
Analytics, Vidyard.com, Wistia.
The full article can be read
on www.ggiforum.com.
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Are Cold Calls Always
Worth the Effort?
By Elisabeth Colson
The search for qualified, able
professionals is at the fingertips of any
prospective client with a keyboard and
a screen. Websites are powerful sales

GGI member firm
Devry Smith Frank LLP
Law Firm Services
Toronto, Barrie and Whitby, Canada
T: +1 416 449 1400
W: www.devrylaw.ca
Elisabeth Colson
E: elisabeth.colson@devrylaw.ca
Devry Smith Frank LLP is a
full-service Ontario-based Canadian law
firm of over 60 lawyers, with offices in
Toronto, Barrie and Whitby. DSF has
provided approachable, professional, and
affordable service to its business, personal,
and institutional clients since 1964.
Fluent in English
and French, Elisabeth
Colson is a member

tools and their posted blogs, videos,
and detailed articles grant worldwide
access to the product of the intellectual
capital of a firm’s professionals.
Those seeking advisors frequently
eschew the traditional boundaries

Elisabeth Colson

of the Bars of Quebec and Ontario. She
has extensive experience in a wide range of
business law matters, including mergers
and acquisitions, private placements,
franchising, corporate reorganisations,
and shareholder agreements.

of working hours and the sanctity
of family time in favour of gathering
the greatest number of answers and
price quotes as quickly as possible.
Today’s professional service providers
are competing in a world which expects
accessibility and near-instant and often
price-conscious, responsiveness. A
genuine desire to help motivates most
providers of professional services.
They are trained to analyse a client’s
questions and to gain an understanding
of the broader context in order to
provide relevant, considered answers.
This takes time, a professional’s most
valuable commodity and the linchpin
of his or her income-generating ability.
Therefore, at some point, answering
cold calls or cold emails can be
detrimental to the professional’s
existing client demands and
workload, or may engender his or her
professional liability. The threshold
is likely specific to each individual
professional, with variations on a
case-by-case basis. A professional may
spend more time on a cold call from
a referral source or may disregard an
incoming query in favour of personal
commitments, or when facing hard
deadlines from existing paying clients.
Some might provide high-level advice
with appropriate caveats; others may
require a formal engagement. The
professional’s challenge lies in making
decisions which maximise a cold
call’s potential without jeopardising
his or her competing interests and
priorities as they exist at that time.
In a world with increasingly
little deference for boundaries,
it is likely, and important, that
every professional sets, and
adheres to, some of their own.

Selfies and #Hashtags: Can
Your Business Benefit from
Social Media Influencers?
By Michael A. Bondi
Two recent stories show the value
of social media marketing. Cargojet
provided the musician Drake with
free use of a Boeing 767 jet as long
as the company’s name was placed
on the outside of the jet and Drake
made periodic posts to his more than
58 million Instagram followers. It has
been speculated that the value of these
posts will far exceed the cost of the jet.
Closer to home, the state of
Minnesota paid Andrew Zimmern USD
57,000 to promote Minnesota tourism.
Under the terms of the agreement,
Zimmern, a Minnesotan who gained
fame for eating giraffe beetles, sautéed

...next page
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bumblebees, and other insects
on TV, was required to make
two monthly posts to his more
than 1 million Twitter and other
social media followers.
Even if not selling to millennials,
companies should consider the
potential value of social media
marketing and using social media
influencers to attract new customers.
Platforms like Instagram, Facebook,
Snapchat, and YouTube allow
influencers to quickly reach their
followers, often in real-time, and
endorse a company or specific product.
But before you reach for the
company cheque book, follow

these steps to maximise the value
of the marketing opportunity
and ensure compliance with
appropriate regulations.

media influencer as part of
his or her compensation.

1. Discuss the potential relationship
with the person to determine
if there is a good fit between
your company and the social
media influencer. Then, discuss
compensation and the nature and
number of the social media posts.

3. An agreement needs to be signed
between the company and the social
media influencer. It should include
standard terms (e.g. conditions
under which the agreement can
be terminated) and require the
social media influencer to disclose
that the posts are being made in
exchange for compensation.

2. Because the social media influencer
must accurately promote your
company’s products or services,
provide him or her with product
samples. These samples are
typically retained by the social

4. Because social media marketing
can backfire if the influencer’s
comments are negative, the
company should review and
approve of all social media
posts prior to posting.

Marketing within GDPR
By Gabriele Borghi
Marketing activity is becoming
more important in the business
world. In light of this movement, it
is necessary to know what kind of
protection for lawful data processing
applies in this area, also referring

to the EU Regulation n.679/2016
(“GDPR”), the updated Italian
Legislative Decree n. 196/2003
(“Code”), and the provisions of the
Italian Privacy Authority (“Authority”).
A first look is directed to the set
of rules identified by the GDPR as

conditions for a lawful treatment
and in particular to art. 6 par. 1 lett.
a), subordinating the lawfulness of
the processing to the issuance of the
consent of the interested party, that
must be informed and expressed
with an unequivocal and free act.
Hence, the Authority’s provision
n.330/2013 clarified two topics. It is
sufficient to ask the interested party for
a sole consent to activities latu sensu
related to marketing; the consent
given by the interested party for the
receipt of commercial communications
with automated methods (e-mail)
also extends to traditional
methods (paper mail), whereas
the vice versa is not applicable.
Furthermore, as to the processing
for promotional purposes carried out
with automated or comparable means,
art. 130 of the Code states that, subject
to the provisions of art. 8 and 21 of
Italian Legislative Decree n.70/2003,
electronic communications and the use
of automated calls to send commercial

communication are permitted only
with the consent (“opt-in”) of the
contractor (natural or legal person)
or the user (only natural person).
Another data processing lawfulness
condition is the controller’s legitimate
interest, usable as legal ground for
marketing purposed data treatments,
without the need to request the
interested party’s specific consent.
An exception to the opt-in is
possible if the customer is informed
in advance on the use of the
customer’s electronic addresses
for the purpose, the latter does not
refuse such use upon the first and
subsequent communications, the
offer regards services similar to
those covered by the pre-existing
relationship, and it is permitted to
oppose such treatment at any time.
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